
Curated By You: Joann Liu Makes Vivian Shao Chenâs Bisque trousers in
Midweight Linen

Description

Vivian Shao Chenâs Bisque trousers and Gilbert Top by Helenâs Closet
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made with FS Ginger Midweight Linen

Tell us a bit about yourself and whatÂ youÂ do.Â 

Iâm an introvert, a lifelong creative, an ex theatre student, a mama to two 
beautiful kids, and a school counsellor and therapist.Â 

Why doÂ youÂ sew?

Sewing is my therapy. It gives me something to channel my hopes and 
frustrations and big feelings into, so that I can be a more present and 
regulated mom and partner. It feels like something that is just mine, not 
theirs, not anyone elseâs. I started it during the pandemic and honestly 
would have succumbed to some rage and stuck-ness if I hadnât found this 
hobby.Â 

What doÂ youÂ like to listen to whenÂ you’re working (and why)?

Either nothing or podcasts! I like to be focused so usually nothing if itâs 
something new or challenging. Iâm enjoying podcasts more than music lately 
because Iâm on mat leave with a baby all day and I need the camaraderie of 
a podcast.
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Vivian Shao Chenâs Bisque trousers and Gilbert Top by Helenâs Closet
made with FS Ginger Midweight Linen

Where is home and how does it affect whatÂ youÂ do?

I live in Vancouver, BC which means Iâve got an excellent raincoat and have 
access to mountains and ocean. We hunker down in the winter and ride 
bikes and camp and spend lots of money at the farmers market in the 
summer. Winter is when I do a lot of sewing, though now Iâve taken up 
knitting as well.

What was the first thingÂ youÂ ever remember making on your own? 
Tell us about this memory.

I donât think this was the first, but something I made a lot when I was 
younger was clothes for my dolls out of paper. First, it was for my Troll dolls 
and then for my Sailor Moon paper dolls. Iâve clearly been obsessed with 
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clothes for a long time! My mom used to have all her clothes fill all of our 
closetsâ so I come by it honestly. 

DoÂ youÂ have a community of crafters/ makers aroundÂ youÂ or 
doÂ youÂ findÂ youÂ are on your own?

Instagram is an endless supply of inspiration. I feel so buoyed up by the 
sewing community. A large part of why I started sewing was because my 
online friends were sewing and I thought, I could do that too!Â 
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Vivian Shao Chenâs Bisque trousers and Gilbert Top by Helenâs Closet
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made with FS Ginger Midweight Linen

How important is it to make something with your hands?

Essential. I feel unmoored if I donât have a project cut out. Sewing has really 
saved me from the existential crisis of becoming a parentâ the who am I now 
piece. Sewing is the one thing that feels like just mine, something I donât 
have to share with my crew. 

How do you find the balance between motherhood and creativity?

It evens me out. Pre parenthood, Iâm someone who required a lot of down 
time, which isnât something I get a lot of anymore. It can be loud and messy 
and lots of touch âso being creative helps to regulate me. Iâve made a few 
things for the kids but my happiest times are making things for me!Â 

What does success mean toÂ you?

To me, it means living by my values and in my integrity. It means being good 
to those around me, spending my privilege by being intentional about which 
businesses I support, and divesting from those that are doing harm. It means 
being loved by my babies and my partner and my students and friends.Â 

What haveÂ youÂ chosen to make out of FS linen and why?

First, I made Vivian Shao Chenâs Bisque trousers in the wide leg view, with 
Ginger linen from FS. I love them. The design is so clever with the pockets 
blending in with the pleats. The instructions were very clear which is not 
something that all patterns have. Itâs important to me to support and uplift 
BIPOC creatives and Vivian is so talented.

Then, I was hoping to use the leftover remnants of the ginger linen for a
matching Gilbert Top by Helenâs Closet but I didnât have enough, so I
ventured out into color blocking for the first time and used white linen FS
remnants from my Zina dress! I love love love how it turned out, and this type
of creative pivot is why I love sewing so much.
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